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The quarterfinals are taking shape

Repentigny, August 29, 2018 – While most of the matches were played indoors because of the
unrelenting rain, the top seeded players performed as expected, thus won their ticket to the
quarterfinals.
On the girl’s side
The top seed Clara Tauson (DEN) convincingly won her encounter against Sada Nahimana (BDI)
by a score of 6-2, 6-1. The local favorite, Canadian Leylah Annie Fernandez started the match a
little shakingly and conceded the first set by the score of 6-2. She regained her composure in the
following sets and started dictating the pace of the exchanges. Hence she won the following 2
sets by an identical score of 6-0. The partisan crowd manifested its support and pleasure with the
outcome. The other Canadian in the draw, Jada Bui saw her journey end short of the quarterfinals.
She conceded victory to her opponent Margaryta Bilokain (URK) by a score of 6-2, 6-2.
On the boy’s side
The top seed Hugo Gaston (FRA) was on display on the main court. He won his ticket to the next
round following a convincing win over Thiago Augustin Tirante (ARG) by the score of 6-3, 6-4.
Jacob Fearley (GRB) who had previously and unexpectedly eliminated the second seed Naoki
Tajima (JPN) was defeated by Emilio Nava (USA) by a score of 6-3, 6-4.
Matches to watch
At the time of the press release, we were unable to disclose the names of the players who will
participate in the final 4 in the double matches. Tomorrow will be a defining date for the ranking
as we will reveal the names of the athletes who will compete in the semi finals.
The featured tournament matches will be presented in the evening.
This is the 33rd edition of the national bank Canadian junior open championship and is proudly
held in Repentigny. This tournament is one of the best and most important one of International

caliber and hosts the best junior players between the age of 14 and 18, from about 30 different
countries.
The results and schedules are all posted on our website:
http://www.itjr.ca/
You can also follow us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/tennisrepentigny
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